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TRINITY COLLEGE.
This College has no medical, Jaw, divinity, or other professional school or department connected with
it; but is intended to give a Liberal Education, adapted to fit young men to enter most advantageously
upon the study of the Learned Professions after graduation. By a Liberal Education, is mennt a non-professional education conducted without reference to any future particular profession, calling, or special pursuit
on the part of the student in question, and designed not to make men specially clergymen, lawyers, physicians, soldiers, nre1•chants, or engineers, but so to train and .educate the mental faculties as to put them into
the most efficient condition, and to qualify a student to enter with success upon the study of any of the
professions, or upon any other pursuit iu life. Its course of study is similar to that pursued at Harvard,
Yale, and other leading Colleges, but somewhat more conformed to that of Oxford and Cambridge.

DEGREES.
Those students however who wish to obtain simply the degree of Bachelor of Science can do so hy
ta.king the whole of the regular course except the Greek, and in addition certain presc1·ibed scientific studies. ·
Special Students a.re also sometimes received, who al'e allowed to pursue such studies, 11.lways including
Latin, as upon examination they shall be found qualified to enter upon without reference to any d,•gree

SCHOLARSHIPS.
The1·e are numerous Scholarships that secure the remission of tuition: others the remission of all College charges: others which yield a pecuniary income varying from $60 to $300. The 8ociety for the Increase
of the Mmistry offers Schohirships yielding from $200 to $a00. The Ulrnrch Scholarship Society makes
loans, without interest, of $ lO0 per annum. The doors of the College are shut against no deserving student
for want of meaus.
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It is hoped that our patrons will show
their appreciation of our endeavor to acquaint
them with the new era of affiairs at Trinity,
by a prompt remittance of their subscriptions.

I
Published every three weeks during term-time by
the Students of

AS the winter months are rap!dly drawing_
near, and the days growmg shorter,
TRINITY COLLEGE.
opportunity is not wanting to any of observing the exquisite sunsets of which one was
BOARD OF EDIT0R~-CLASS O'F '79.
deprived during the beginning of the term
Managing Editor,
DAVID B. WILLSON. by reason of the interference of the evening
chapel. Situated as we are, overlooking a
MELVILLE K. BAILEY,
ALFRED HARDING.
beautiful valley, stretching across to the
ROBERT L. WINKLEY,
JAMES S. CARPENTER.
nearest
range of hills five miles away, the
ORR BUFFINGTON.
sight is a grand one. But when everything
Terms $2.00 per year.
Single copies 20 cents. beneath us is flooded in one blaze of light,
Subscriptions, Advertisements and Communications by the rays of the setting sun, the whole
should be addressed to
forms a picture, in whose contemplation one
THE TRINITY TABLET,
is lost in admiration, and stands wifh bated
P. 0. DRAWER 20,
HARTFORD, CONN.
breath, till each tinted cloud has lost its
The TABLET is ft1r sale regularly at the Book Stores color, and darkness gained its sway.
of B:rown & Gross, 79 Asylum St., and S. W. Barrows
& Co., 256 Main St., and at 35 :Jarvis Hall.

A

NOTICEA~LE point of difference be.
twe~n American and British journalism
N order to present to our readers a full and is found m the greater proportion of jocular-.
particular description of the interior ar- ity which pervades the columns of the former.
rangements of the several rooms in the Lee- Wit and humor the American must have be
ture Block-Seabury Hall-and to avoid it good,· bad, or indifferent, whether it' be
encroaching on the space of our regular de- ?red of things sacred or profane, and even if
partments, we shall issue for the i:emainder of it smell of blood and death. Thistles are
the year, with each number, a supplement of said t? flo_urish be~t on dead men's graves,
four pages.
.
and m hke fashion the Yankee humorist
In the present number we give a descrip- often feasts his wit in banquets where the
tion of the Library, prepared by Mr. W. C. worms are at supper. It is true that this
Brocklesby, a former Managing Editor of the extreme is not generally reached but it often
TAB LET, and published in the Daily Times of is,. a.nd is the natural outcome
the general
this city a few months ago, newly revised and spmt.
Every newspaper must have its
corrected. He gives the details with such column of odds_ and ends. College papers
exactness and minutiae that we forbear have_ no exemption, unscholarly as the cuswriting out a description ourselves.
tom is, ~nd the wretch who pens these lines
In our nex: issue we shall notice the · by.;he h_ght ~; a brass l~mp, thinks tearfu11y
Laboratory, which comes next in order, the of Particles! and the time when he felt the
Cabinet not yet being finished.
College sayJng: "Now, Mr. Editor, please
be funny!"

I
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TOthere
employ a familiar but expressive idiom,
are pictur_es and pictures, and quite

bought a degree by influence, not that he has
attained to a certain degree of scholarship.
And this being the case, it is to the advantage of every mart leaving his Alma Mat, r to
consider that his future success depends on
his future actions, not on past honors.

recently the Faculty have been seriously impressed with the truth of this statement. Consequently there has been much lamentation
in certain quarters during the past month,
students weeping and mourning for their pictures, which, in obedience to the stern decree
new Library has been opened, and
of the powers to be, have been relegated into
certainly no one could desire a more
the gloom of perpetual banishment.
charming place in which to spend a leisure
As to the merits of the condemned pictures hour or two. The room itself, a full de,, as works of art," which their owners say scription of which we publish in this number.
they were, we do not wish to speak, although is a model of its kind and is a fit receptacle
it would be an interesting question to discuss for . the many valuable works. which the
the line of demarcation between the picture ·college possesses. How suitable it is that
or statuette that is permissable, and one whose this room should be particularly handsome,
influence must be held to be demoralizing. 1where in a mysterious way we can hold
But it is quite a new departure for the Facul- sweet converse with the mighty• men of old,
ty to undertake the supervision of the cesthetic · whose familiar faces look at us with friendly
tastes of the students, · and one which must ·glances from behind the leathern-bound volmake severe demands uoon the critical powers umes, as we pass them by. As we enter
of the committee they have appointed to take ,it can we not imagine ourselves, as it
the matter in hands.
. were, attending some grand levee held by
. , .
.
..
the distinguished men of every age and
T 1s a thi~g whic~ has. attracted constd~r- dime, and can we not realize that they are
abk nob~e, t_hat m this country the title_ in no proper sense dead, but through their
of Professor is given to men, many_ of whom writings still speaking to us, their humble
are very poorly educated. It 1s no un-- 'imitators.
co~mon thing, . for efample, to hear an
But ,ve are sorry to see that no steps have
ordmary teacher 1~ a graded school spoken been taken to afford us the privilege of such
of as Pr~fessor So-and-so. _Now although ,meditation, more than once a week.
We
there 1:11ay not ~e, and_ pr~bably i_s n?t, ~nY: great were greatly in hopes that, when we got
harm m applymg this title so mdiscnmmate- settled in the new buildings, the Library
ly, yet _It does have a tendency to m~ke the would be opened at least two or three times
profession appear more common. than 1t really .a week. It should b.e open every day, and
1s: Each m~n must, 0 necessity, stan? ~n if it were, it would do us infinitely more
?1s own f~otmg, and _a title or a degree 1s, m. good than it does now. Many of us are
~tself ~ons1dered, of httle value.. ~ut, grant- prevented in various ways from spending
mg t~1s last statem:nt and_ adn11tt1~g t_hat a Saturday morning in the Library who
man 1s not r:iecessanly considered_ w!s~ simply would be glad to go in there and read an
because he 1s styled Professor, still it _is offen- hour or more on some other day, if it were
sive to many ~o sec fools and wise men possible.
classed under !ht~ common ~ame. In th er
[Just as we go to press, it has been anwords, the maJonty of Amencan ~cholars ~re nounced that the Library will be open from 2
not pleased to see dygrees and titles which to 3 o'clock each afternoon, save on Saturday.]
mean nothing whatever, .to have a fool or an
ADVERTISEMENTS are necessary to insure
ignoramus bear the same title which is applied to a refined and polished scholar. A the success of a paper, whether it be a daily
title or a degree to be of value must represent or a periodical, but as they are inserted only
a certain amount of knowledge. But this is with the expectation that they will prove refar from being true here in America. What munerative, it certainly should behoove all indoes B. A. or M. A. mean? Simply that a terested i11 the welfare of a College paper to
man has passed through a certain form or has patronize t,hose who use its columns.

THE
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now been in our new quarters ! A
W Eforhave
nearly two months, and we ought
by this time to be getting pretty well used
to the new arrangement of hours, and the
other novelties which the removal here has
necessitated and brought into use. There is
no doubt but that we can make a great deal
more out of each day now than formerly, if
we will only be careful to economize our
time. But we fear that a great many of us
have yet to learn this very necessary lesson.
On a bright sunshiny afternoon, in this braeing October weather, the temptation to go
down town ant.I ramble among the booths
of this modern Vanity Fair is almost irresistible, unless indeed the distant hills arrayed
in all the gay and mellow colors of the Autumn-tide allure us yet more powerfully to explore the lovely country that surrounds us.
Now, to yield to either of these temptations
occasionally, is doubtless good for us. Indeed,
on both a physical and mental point of view,
we might each day with the greatest profit
seek inspiration in the woods and hills, those
books of Nature's which he who runs may
read. There is by far too little of this sort
of communion with Nature in the daily lives
of the American student. We might well
emulate the example of the English or
German students who, whatever their idiosyncracies may be, live more rational lives in
this respect.
But we are now arguing, not so much for
this, as for the necessity of making a systematic appointment of our time. It is necessary
for all of us to study the larger part of our
recitations the day before, but we are very
apt now to spend our leisure in other ways
and strive to prepare our lessons between
the different recitations. This will be bad
for us in the long run, and ·•Annuals" will tell
some tales of badly learned lessons, if we do
not amend our ways. Each one ought to
lay down certain rules by which to guide his
daily life,-for instance; at such a time I
will study and at such another seek recreation.
' deal more
And there ought to be a great
of general reading done nowadays. We did
not formerly spend so much time down
town as now. Let us make up our minds
to save some of our time each day for the
reading of works of standard merit.

II
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COMMON subject of complaint ?Y the
Editors of college newspap~rs 1s. ~e
practical lack of interest which tlie maJonty
of undergraduates exhibit in the respective
publications that claim to represent them.
This lack of interest is manifested not only
by the indifference exhibited in the pecun~ary prosperity of the paper, but also, and it
is of this we wish particularly to. speak, by
the very meagre assistance given to the
Editors in contributions of literary articles
for its columns.
A Board of Editors is chosen, consisting
of five or six men from the Junior or Senior
classes, and these men are expecteJ solely
and entirely out of their own resources to
make a paper representative of the culture
and ability of their college.
The consequence of this is that they are alternately
charged with stupidity or partiality, and
those who refuse to co-operate in making the
paper what it should be are always the
readiest to criticise it and throw up in the
faces of the beleagured Editors the sneer,
"that the paper is a Class organ."
Now this is very unfair and is a state
of things that should be remedied.
The
present Board of Editors have always desired
most earnestly that their fellow students
should look upon this paper as something in
whose success or failure each man was personally interested, and should strive to make
it in reality, what it proffesses to be, their
organ. We have, from time to time, appealed to various individuals, who we knew
could help, if they only would, and, in the
columns of the TABLET, we have repeatedly
asked for communications from the students,
but, in each case, without meeting with the
response we had a right to expect.
We are loath to believe that this indifference is an index of a decay of iutellectual
activity among us. Surely it cannot ue that
there is such a total lack of interest in literary matters as to occasion this state of affairs.
We prefer to think that the real cause must
be that our fellow students do not feel their
responsibility in the matter, and thus allow
their energies to be diverted into other channels where they can do little or no good in
comparison with what they might, if they
concentrated them on the single purpose

J J8
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of making their College paper worthy of the
CREA T TR/BULA TIONS.
institution it represents and a source of pride
ACT FIRST.
to themselves.
SCENE I.
Once more, then, we call upon our fellow
students to consider their duty in this matter. Hartford,-A ,-oom in ,T rinity College,-A Student with
pen, ink anti paper, soliloquizing.
Each member of the College ought to try
STu.-The night draws on, my wearied pen his rack
and contribute something for the columns
Is fain to seek, and I my slumbrous couch.
of the TABLET. We ought to have such a
My empty head invites the cupping-glass,
quantity of manuscript offered to us that we
And longs for cyclopaedic founts of lore,
would be able to select for publication only
From whence to draw the nutriment of themes.
those articles which are of a high order of
Full oft, 0 Mondenschein,merit. As it is now, an article from any one
[ There is a rapping at the door.]
What means this knock,
outside the Board is so rare that we have no
Whose boisterous and all-shaking thump assaults
choice in the matter at all, and ·aJmost feel it
Thus rudely all the substance of my dreams?
our duty to print it, whatever its merits may
Come
in!
be, in order that, at least, no one might be
[Enter
a
score
of Titans, armed with steel shots, hammers,
able to bring forward the objection that he
hurdles, etc.]
was refused an opportu_nity. We call upon
Shapes from the dark abyss of night,
the undergraduates to give the matter their
Take seats!
attention.
Trr.We of athletic fame demand

TWO FABLES.
There are two fables which ought either to
be exploded, or to be viewed in a new light.
The first is about the fox and the grapes. It
is perfectly true that, if the fox had bagged
the grapes, they would have been sweet, and
the mendacious little rascal would not have
gone to bed supp'erless. Butthere is something
deeper than this lying under the story, and it
is no less than the principle of contentment.
If we cannot, by hook or cr9ok, or any manner of means, get what we want, what in the
world is more sensible, than to conclude that
we are just as well off without it? Look at
the matter in this light, and you will gild a
thousand clouds of disappointment.
The other is the story about the philosopher who tumbled into a ditch while looking at
the stars. It was a temporary misfortune for
him to soil his himation with Attic mud, but
who, do you think, was the happier, the
wiser, the •nobler being, the more exalted
model of the human race, that unfortunate
philosopher, or the one who laughed at h!m ?
The wise man can well afford to have a httle
sport made at his expense, if he has his head
among the clouds, of whose existence his scoffers do not so much as dream.
The next TABLET, with Supplement, will
be issued November 16th.

A contribution from your generous hand.
STu.-Your sports, I pray?
TIT,We vault the pole; sling shot,
Or urge the rumbling barrow's rolling course,
, Or hurl the hammer's dread deformity.
STu,-O valiant games! What are the trophies, then?
TIT .-The leather medal, and the silken band,
Besides sweet fame that gallops through the land.
STU .-There, take the silver impress of a dime.
TIT.-Thy natal star rose in a favored time.
[Exeunt.]
STU .-If thus the chiefs of manly sports,
For shekels daily drum us,
Before another week glides by,
I shall not have a nummus.
. [Prolonged knocki11g without.]
Again, so soon ! Brace up, my swooning heart !
Here, Freshman, take this crystal, sparkling glass;
And fill it from the fountain in the hall.
Turn off the steam. Turn on the gasoline.
Give me a fan.
[ Turning toward the door.]
Enter, whate'er thy shape,
Unreal or human, famulus or ape.
[Enter a Subsc,iption List borne by a .first-class "oar."]
OAR.-One moment, sir ! I beg your autograph.
The cause is worthy, and the pittance small.
A boat-house would we build, ere winter's frost
Fall on the stream and check his gliding course,
From whence to sally forth in fragile shells,
And catch the crab, or other careless fish.
[ Student fumbles anxiously amonr his sesterces, and at last
produces a ninety cent piece.]
STu.-Accept this morsel from my scanty dole,
And buy a nail or two to fix my fame,
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And if thou lovest the brothers of thy craft,
When thou shalt tread the bank of Acheron,
Then, as the crafty boatman of the shades
Propels his craft across the murky stream,
Breathe in his ear a kindly prayer for me,
That if, when I shall seek his gloomy land,
I bear not in my mouth the tribute coin,
He will not leave me in my piteous plight,
But ply, for once, a charitable oar,
And bear me happy to the misty shore.
OAR.-Thanks, gentle sir, I'll think of your request,
But know, at least, I bear a friendly breast. [Exit.]
[Knocking.]
STu.-Mehercule ! Come in !
[Enter nine men attired in strange costume, made up of barbarous hats, shirts se1'Ving to advertise a T store,
knee-b,eeches, and gnen stocki,_igs,]
Name your desires.
THE NINE.-We wish at once to buy a score of bats,
Not those inhuman beasts that flyby night,
(Why not a man?) but murderous arms of war,
And if we cannot win, why, then we'll slay !
STu.-Ach, nein, nein, nein ! lch kann nicht. Liebe
wohl !
[Song by l'he Nine.]
The golden-tressed h:onides
In dewy grots of Greece breathe siren trills
Alluring from their springs the dancing rills,
And mock the meek_,,eyed dove that coos and bills,
With mournful monodies.
We, sacred NINE here numbering,
Invoke their tongues to mar this miser's fame,
And brush the gilded cob-webs from his shame,
To shriek with bitter voice his cursed name,
And nightly vex him slumbering.
[Excurrunt omnes metuentes.]
STu.-How nimbly catch my lords the running rhyme!
It now amuses well their dainty brains,
·
To mock the Muses of that elder time,
By hoarsely chaunting o'er such wheezy strains.
[Fifteen or eleven men in striped shirts leap into the room
without more ado.J
THEY.-=-Oh,give us money, shekels, francs,bucksheesh,
Pounds, pennies, thalers, shillings, dollars, sous,
With Chili silver cool our itching palms,
Quid refer! whence the glistering metal comes,
If only we may win our witching sport ?
STu.-What is this witching sport?
THEY.'Tis football hight,
Sire of the broken rib and bruised shin.
STu,-Whom do you play?
THEY.The Universities,
And none beside.
STU.Are you in training, pray?
THEY.-Oh, no! We have no time. Besides, the gymSTu.-Enough, enough ! l'his my dqnation slim.
[He gives them a coin of unknown value, which they receive
with mauy bows, and then go out.]
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They will not learned be, nor understand,
That never worthy work of brain or hand
Was wrought by weaklings in the course of life.
Who flings himself into the bitter strife,
Must bind himself to serve his ruling will,
And seek by discipline the conquering skill.
If we would honor reap in !-port or game,
Work, work alone will bring the pleasant fame.
[ Three young men appear bringing M SS.]
FIRST.-The Tennis-Club invites your hearty aid.
STu.-Think you I am of gold or greenbacks made?
SECOND.---:Bestow a trifle on the Reading Room.
STu.-Prophets, predict the woeful reader's doom !
THIRD.-Behold your promised '' Language of the Greeks!"
STU .-The mighty name a might fame bespeaks.
[ Enter three gaunt men.]
FIRST,Your tailor's bill!
Your TABLET bill!
SECOND.Your bill for books !
THIRD.STu.-Oh, for some Gorgon's head to freeze their stony
Had I a golden heap as big as is the sun,
llooks !
Before the snow had come, I sure should be un-dun.
[Exeunt Omnes.]
SCNF. II.
A Bedroom.-The despairing Student is seen ;uspended from
the gas burner by a vote of the Faculty.
[Curtain.]

C01lfMUNJCA TIONS.
[Commullications upon current topics are invited for this
column. It is expected that they will be written in a courteous tone. The writer's full name, as well as his nom de
plume, must accompany the article. The editors do not
necessarily approve the opinions expressed.]

To the Editors of the Tablet:
I am not fond of fault-finding, nor do I
believe in systematically carping at every
rule which the Faculty sees fit to impose
upon us, yet I think we are justified in complaining of the new regulation in regard to
the hours in which singing is to be permitted,
as laid down in the new Statutes they have
just issued.
In the first place, I wish to say that they
have chosen the very hours (between 2 and
5.30 P. M.) during which of all others the
majority of the students are not able to be in
their rooms and therefore cannot enjoy the
privilege. We all are, I think, very much
pleased with the new arrangement of the
hours of recitation, which gives us every
afternoon free to use as we may wish. But
there are very few who, after spending all
the morning in their own rooms and in the
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recitation room, do not want to spend the
afternoon out of doors, if the weather permits.
Why, one of the reasons which impelled the
Faculty to make the new arrangement of the
hours was to enable the students to go down
town in the afternoons, instead of being compelled to go at night, as they would have
been under the old system. The afternoon,
too, is the time when all the out of door
games are played, which call off a large number of the students, either as participants or
spectators.
Now, if there is one feature of College life
more pleasant than another, and to which
we look forward when a way from college as
a great treat in store for us when we get
back again, it is the gathering together in
social company to sing the old familiar songs,
the merry ring of which used to resound so
gaily in the old buildings. What amusement,
if we can call it such, is more beneficial to
us, giving as it does a rational outlet t~ ~he
natural superabundance of animal spmts,
which it is the fortune of all healthy young
people to possess? I say, if a man is in
good health and spirits, he wants to sing.
It is as natural to him as the love of the
beautiful in nature or in art. Ought it not
then to be encouraged, rather than virtually
suppressed?
I make a plea for the extension of the
hours to eight o'clock, and for this reason.
That is the only time of the whole day
when we are all here and can get together.
Very few of us want to commence . o~r
studies before the latter hour, and 1t 1s
very pleasant to sit in the deepening twilight, before we light the gas, and enjoy each
other's company, which we could do so
much more. ' if this absurd restriction about
singing was removed. T~e liberty I _am
asking for was granted us m the old bmldings, and no inconv~nienc~ result~d t? any
one from it. There 1s notlung easier, 1f one
is annoyed at any time by his neighbor, than
to ask him to desist, and no gentleman
would refuse to do f;O, if asked politely.
I hope that some measures may be taken
to bring these considerations before the
Faculty, ahd that they will modify this rule
so as to meet what I believe to be the wishes
of all the students.
CANTOR.

THE NEW RULES.

To the Edz'tors of the Tablet :
Permit me to call your attention to some
statements in that admirable little treatise, recently published, en'titled " Rules and Statutes of Trinity College."
What astonished me most, on glancing
over the " Rules of Order," was to find, that
there exists among us a class of persons called
" College Servitors; " whose principal duty, it
seems, is to carry down "slops and ashes."
Now, the word "Servitor" may, from its
Latin derivation, mean one who serves. But
the general meaning of the word, especially
when used in connection with a college, is an
indigent undergraduate, partly supported by
the college funds, and who performs certain
menial services. The word is an importation
from Oxford, where that class of undergraduates exists. A gentleman, at the last
Alumni dinner, said that Trinity was the
Oxford of America; so, of course, no one
would think of disputing our right to use the
word. For proof of the correctness of my
definition, however, I refer to '' Tom Brown
at Oxford," Webster's Dictionary, or any
well-informed man.
In one place in the Rules of Order," after
forbidding things to be thrown from the windows, it says, every thing necessary to be
removed must be taken down by the College
servants.''
A little further on it says, "The College
Servitors are required to make the beds,
sweep and dust the rooms, and to remove the
slops and ashes."
And again: '' Neglect on the part of the
Servitors should be at once reported to the
Steward.''
From these quotations it is evident the author of the " Rules of Order " meant a distinction to be drawn between College servants and
College Servitors, or he would have confin~d
himself to one or the other of the terms m
every place. As he invariably bestows a
capital letter on the Servitors, it is obvious he
intends them to be held in greater honor than
the servants. It seems also, that the College
servants are to carry down every thing necessary to be carried down ; but the College
Servitors to have especial charge of the "slops
and ashes."
II
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No one admires more than I the under- is a rule which says "no loud noise is allowed
graduate who has the courage and ambition at any time within the college buildings or
to "work his way," as it is called, through upon the college premises.''
Really the
college. Such men are often heard of after- hallowed quiet brooding over the American
wards. But that there is here any student, Oxford ought to be almost divine.
who would carry down the "slops and ashes" ' Many more of the rules might well be
of his fellow students, or who would be allowed quoted for criticism. The ingenious author
to do so by them, I beg leave to have the must have taken a turn at the legal profession
honor of denying.
to judge by the prudent way in which he
But I do not mean to accuse our Faculty particularizes. "No ball playing or tossing
or Trustees of a deliberate intention to of balls, foot-ball playing, snow-balling, or
degrade us by rules of order. No one be- throwin•g of missiles against or towards or in
lieves that either of those bodies would have the neighborhood of the buildings is allowdeliberately composed such rules. Moreover ed.'' Then he goes on to say, "No games
the Trustees can not be expected to know of any description are allowed upon the colenough about the practical working of the lege walks or upon the lawn.'' "Walking
College to make rules of order; and in the upon the college lawn is prohibited.'' "Nothhurry and confusion of moving into new shall be thrown from the windows of the
buildings the President and Faculty have had buildings." " The students a-re expected to
every moment of their time occupied, most go to and from the Chapel and the Recitaof them, too, being busily employed in great tion-rooms in a quiet and orderly manner,
literary and scientific works of vast import- without whistling, calling and loud talking,
ance to the outside world. But whoever was etc., etc."
employed to get up those rules, it must be
There is only one thing to be said 'about
confessed that the Faculty are to blame for rules like these. They are such as in most
accepting them, as they did, apparently communitifs, institutions, and even boarding
without revision, and imposing them on the schools, men and boys are expected to obundergraduates.
serve merely by aid of their common sense
I doubt if at any college in America, how- and without the assistance of printed words.
ever much it approaches being a boardingBut it seems the undergraduates of Trinity
school, there ever was a rule which said "no College cannot be trusted.
They cannot
singing shall be allowed except between even be trusted with a gymnasium and readthree o'clock and six o'clock P. M., save on ing room. They might break their legs in
Saturday." Who ever wanted to sing a col- one and degrade their minds with the secular
lege song in those hours? What college press in the other.
song is worth anything when you can sing it
I think it is the wish of every undergraduonly at a set time? Its chief pleasure is its ate that the Faculty would not throw the
springing up spontaneously, when roused by College away by publishing such rules as
circumstance or feeling. The idea that a these, They are sent home, circulated about,
man at college cannot, after he has finished people read them, and what can they think of
his supper, collect a few friends in his room, students that have to be tied with such
and sing a song or two, before they disperse strings? Really the rules don't do us justice.
to their studies or amusements down town, But if they must be enforced let it be by
is simply absurd. As for disturbing studious word of mouth. To enforce and publish
men, as many would be disturbed in the them is a double degradation.
afternoon as at night. A great many men
It is hard to account for the publication of
read and study in the afternoon, but very these rules by the governing body of the Colfew study for some little time after supper, lege; just as it is hard to account for the apand this is the very hour when singing is pearance each year of the bogus Professor of
most enjoyable. It would be about as sen- Oratory in the catalogue. Whoeyer was emsible to say "no loud talking shall be allowed ployed to write them, it looks as if he were paid
in any of the college rooms.'' In fact there by the quantity, and most of them had been
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" ~volved out of his inner consciousness." It
is to be hoped we shall see no more. If any
should be prepared, let them at least be revised and corrected by-well, the Freshman who gets the best mark in English ought
to be able to do it.
UNDERGRADUATE.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
CHRISTMAS EXAMINATIONS.

This year, the old plan of holding examinations at the end of Christmas term upon
all the work of the term, will be adhered to.
Unfortunately, these examinations will not
be final, as seems to be the impression generally held by the students.

of old Trinity almost unrecognizable. The
Campus has been ploughed over, and the
grading begun. That of the eastern approach
to the Capitol having been already completed.
GLEE CLUB.

The Glee Club has been organized with
good prospects. Mr. L. A. Lanpher is the
Musical Director, and the club has met several
times for practice. They will have entire
charge of the Chapel music, which will make
a new and happy era in this department of
College singing. The followjng gentlemen
have been selected: Miller, '8 r, Harding,
Webster, Ball, Swenson, Miller, ·so, Washburne, Mason, Barclay, Potwine, McCracken,
and Rurgwin.
FRESHMAN BUM.

The Freshmen have been greatly excited,
of late, over the question, as to whether or not
they should give the usual bum. A meeting
was held on Saturday, the 19th inst., when,
after a great display of oratory and scriptural
knowledge, it was decided to continue the
custom. Two Juniors honored the class with
,their presence and advice. On motion, a
committee, consisting of the following gentleTHE CAMPUS.
men: Carpenter, C. Carter, Webb, Young,
Laborers are busily engaged in grading the and Reineman, was appointed to manage the
land lying east of Seabury Hall, and the affair. It is purposed by ~he clac;s to raise
students are rejoicing in the removal of the the character of the entertamment
several banks of earth which have so long de- ·
TALL v HO !
tracted from the fine appearance of the buildAfter many weeks of patient waiting the
ings. The grass seems to be growing finely, Tally Ho, so long in process of construction,
and every hope is entertained of a fine yield has been completed, and on Tuesday afterof turnips by the coming spring.
noon, October 15th, it appeared at the buildAUDITOR.
ings to take its first load into the city. It
Mr. David B. Willson, '79 has been ap- accomodates twenty persons on the outside,
pointed by the Dining Hall Co~mittee, of while the inside will receive nearly the same
which he is also a member, Auditor of the number. Drawn by four horses, with the
Steward's accounts on hehalf the college. clear notes of the bugle to announce its
All accounts will be subject to his inspection coming,and crowded to its utmost capacity,the
and approval at any time. The office was whole created an excitement along the route
specified in the original draft of the plan for never before known, business being entirely
conducting the Dining Hall and it will prob- suspended for the time. It is labeled '' Triniably be permanent.
ty College Coach," so that in the future beOLD COLLEGE.
nighted females may no longer incur the
Th work of ullin down the old buildings danger of a ride inside the same coac~ with
has b!en compl~ted, fnq nothing now remains I some two or three dozen "rude boys.
of them save a heap of debris. Many of the
FOOT BALL.
•
trees which once adorned the College grounds
The Foot Bal~ team _has been domg some
have been cut down, thus rendering the place very good practice duung the past few weeks,
MAILS.

Mails arrive at the College and are distributed at 10 a. m. and 5 p. m The mail is
also collected at 9:30 and 4:30 p. m. This
arrangement is the best that can be made at
present, on account of the distance from the
Post Office. Boxes for the reception of the
incoming and outgoing mails have been
placed in the vestibule of the Steward's Office.

'
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and every thing seems to favor the possession
of an eleven that will do the College credit.
The experience of the last season has suggested many changes in the method of play,
and what is most necessary now is earnest
effort on the part of every man to do his
duty. Yale has recently offered to play
games with us every other Saturday, which,
if it could be accepted, would be of the
greatest benefit to the team. The team has
been made up as follows.:
Rushers.-Stark, Elbert, Potwine, Williams
C. G., Wilcox F. P., Perkins.
Half Backs.-Wilcox, F. L., Nelson.
Bticks.-Appleton, Washburn, Kneeland.
Substt'tutes.-Mason,Burgwin,Beach,Carter.
BOAT CLUB.

The efforts of the Boat Club have recently
met with a most serious rebuff, by the suspension of the Dime Savings Bank, of this city.
It is uncertain if the amount deposited will be
recovered. Such a loss is a very severe one,
and strikes a heavy blow at the boating interests in our College. There have been
grievous difficulties to contend with, in the
efforts of the boating element to regain its
footing here, but this seems to be the hardest
of all to overcome. Arrangements had alrea¾ been made for the erection of the boat
house, the plans of which afforded universal
sati~/action. Under the present circumstances,
however, it will hardly be possible to push
ahead the work for another year at least.
A Dramatic Entertainment will be given
for its interest, on or about Nov. I 5th, in
Allyn Hall. It will be under the management of the Club, assisted by members of the
old Dramatic Society of this city, and distinguished amateur talent from New York
and New Haven. Two plays, "Cup of Tea,"
and, "The Hus band in Clover " will be presented. The music will be furnished by the
Glee Club and , an orchestra. The hearty
support of the undergraduates should be
given, as the object is a worthy one, and the
recent misfortune of the Club should be made
good.
BASE BALL. .

Nothing has ··been done in the way of
organizing the Nine, as it is the wish of the
~aptain to find what material exists in '82 before selecting the men. From all indications,
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however, the Freshman Class contains a very
good nine in itseff, and there will be a much
larger number to choose from this coming
spring than last.
A match game of ball
played on the Hartford grounds, between '8 I
and '82, resulted, after five innings had been
played, in victory for '82, by the following
score:
'81

MIiier, ib.
Washburn,
Heineman S
Cowles, c.
Nelson, es.
White, If.
Grosby, 2b,
Jones, cf.
Grlnt, rf.

t

O, R.lB,TB,PO,A,E.

2
1
,2
1
1
2
2
ll
:!

Totals, 15

0 0
1 1
C 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

1 15

1

8

0

0
4

l

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

s
s

2

2
8
2
S
l
0
0
o
2

6 18

'82.

Burgwlu, c.
Howell, p.
Gowen, ss.
B. Carter, 2b.
C. Carter, lb.
Hotchkiss If.
Brainard, cf.
Barto. rf.
Carpeuter, Sb

o. R, lB. TB, PO.
2 1 0 0 9
1 ll 1 1 0
1 2 0 0 0
1 0 2 2 1
4 0 0 0 II
S u 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 1

8

Totals, 15

7

8

S 15

A,

E,

0
0
0
1 1
0 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1

6
1

0

0

9

S

Another game, between the Seniors and
Freshmen, for the College championship, was
played Monday afte·rnoon, Oct. 2 I st, on the
same grounds, which was particularly interesting, neither side scoring until the seventh
inning, and resulting in a tie. The . batting
was rather weak. '[he Seniors lacked two
of their regular players and played with
eight men. We append the score.
'79.

o. lt. ln. TB

Buffington, Sb.4
White. c.
8
Carpenter, ~b. 3
Shelton, ss. 4
Stark, lb.
2
Elbert, p.
4,
French, cf. I
Wlllson, If.
4

1
1
1
0
0
0
l
0

8

o
0
0 0
U O
2 2
0 0
O O
0 0

PO. A. E.

:i

11
2
O
11
1
O
OI

'82.

o. B. lB.TB. PO, A. x.
0 0 Q 10 6 !I

O 8 Rm·gwlu, c
4
8 2 Howell, p.
S
1 2 Gowen, es.
2
;l 1 B. Ca, ter, 2b. 4
0 2 C, Carter, lb. 8
11 2 Hotchkiss, If. 4
O 1 Brulnard, cf. 1
O O Barto, rf.
S
Carpenter, Sb. S

1
1
0
1
0
1
O
0-

0
o
0
1
0
O
O
0

0

!)

, 0
1
0
O
O
0

2
l
0
10
0
1
O
S

10
1
0
0
0
O
O
O

0
2
1
l
0
O
O

4

-------

Totala, 27 4 2 2 27 22 1S
Totals,
2'i 4 1 1 27 17 IS
Struck out, Seniors 7, Freshmen 8. Time of game, onP hour and
three-quarters. Umpire, Mr. Wellington J. Rodgers. Scoi:er, Jlli:•
.Herbert WllmercUag.

A game has been arranged by the Freshmen nine with that of the corresponding class
at Wesleyan, to be played here to-day.

•

THE ELECTRICAL MACHINE .

The large plate Electrical Machine, which
had been successfully removed to the new
buildings, was, most unfortunately broken
shortly after its arrival here. Owing to the
unfinished state of the Philosophical room,
the machine was left in one of the alcoves
until a case could be made for its reception.
In the absence of Dr. Brocklesby, Mr. Young
attempted to place it in the case prepared by
him, and not using the necessary care, shiver- ,
ed the glass plate to pieces.
A new plate has been ordered from Winter,
of Vienna, as it is utterly impossible to replace it in this country, with instructions to
spare no ex~ense -in making it, and to thor?ughly test its efficiency previous to sending
it.
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CHEMICAL PHYSICS.

DARTMOUTH.

The method of study pursued in the de.
partment of Chemical Physics, is a departure
from that of previous years, and is calculated
to give to each student a practical knowledge
of the studies in which he is engaged. One
or two days of each week are set apart for
conducting experiments, illustrative of the
principles learned the preceding week. To
each student is assign~d some particular experiment, the necessary apparatus placed at
his disposal, and he is held responsible for the
rest. To guard a ready supposed evil, each
experimenter is obliged to remove all results
of carelessness, in the form of spilled liquids,
etc. Thus far but few accidents have occured, though it has been noticed by the
Doctor, that students seem to be about as
fond of his matches as they are of performing
experiments.

The Athletic Sports came off Oct. 9 and
Any man, to "take a prize, had to beat
any previous record he has made.
Undergraduates having scholarships are
compelled to work them out.
The Senior Lecture Committee have engaged the Schubert Club.
Nineteen volumes have been added to the
library since Sept Io.

DOINGS AT OTHER COLLEGES.
AMHERST.

Prof. Seelye recently made a speech upon
"Causes and Cure of the Hard Times."
The Freshmen have subscribed generously
to the Athletic Association, by which a track
has been constructed.
Considerable feeling has been manifested
in regard to the "duelling affair." The Faculty have virtually acknowledged that they
were in the wrong, by withdrawing the punishments inflicted.
BROWN UNIVERSITY.

Ground for the new dormitory was broken
Sept. IO.
The Freshman class is one of the best that
ever entered.
The new Library is finished.
Pro(
Packard has taken the chair of Geology and
Zoology.
About twenty students served as hotel
waiters at Martha's Vineyard this summer.

IO.

FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL.

A hazing affair, the worst perhaps that
ever happened here, took place on Saturday,
the I 2th inst. A bout twenty masked Fresh-men, either anticipating the customary
"stretching" by the Sophs, or else feeling indignant that no attempt had yet been made
by them, hazed a number of Sophomores
rooming in Harbaugh Hall and the Academy,
until they were obliged to desist by the sharp
crack of a revolver. The sequel proved more
serious. On Monday, an encounter between
the two classes took place in Harbaugh Hall
in which, several pistol shots were fired and
two or three persons injured. When the
Chapel bell rang at 8 ¼ o'clock, another
melee occurred, which was only stopped by
the interference of the upper classmen and
Faculty. A Sophomore was hurt internally
and several Freshmen were carried to their
rooms in a fainting con<lition. Fifteen of the
Freshmen have been suspended for several
weeks, and three Juniors, who were charged
with inciting them to the work, indefinitely.
HARVARD.

The Reading Room Association com111ences the year in an unusually prosperous condition.
It is rumored that the Faculty have engaged Daniel Pratt to give a course of lectures in Philosophy.
A track is being laid out in Jarvis Field
by the Athletic Association, and a field
COLUMBIA.
meeting will be held November 2.
New and comfortable arm chairs have
George Riddle, the actor has been enbeen placed in most of the recitation rooms. gaged as Professor of Elocution.
Foot-ball has been given up on account
Harvard graduates have offered $w,ooo. to
of the littered condition of the campus.
the University Boat Club to send the crew to
The college is still jubilant over the victory England. The total expenses of the crew of
at Henley. A large mountain in Colorado I 878 for the year were $2,908.48.
has been named "Mt. Columbia," in honor
Harvard and Yale can not agree on a date
I
of the event.
· for Foot Ball.
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well selected.

WILLIAMS.

But there ar_e works published every month
Standard works ir, Science,
during the last two y~a~s
ought to be within the reac? of every student. _This 1s
nothing more than he has a nght to expec~. We thn~k the
College cannot afford to let such an essential as the Library
get behind the ti~es."
.
.
.

Ithat we could read with profit".
probably not be History, and Fiction published

The Junior dramatics will
·
th·
.
give? 1: year..
Board IS furnished at $ 3.00 a week.
The aid rendered to indigent students
will hereafter be limited to the remission
of tuition.
v ALE.
The boat-house has been opened at a
more convenient hour.
Bishop Williams · will preacfi the annual
Berkeley sermon in Trinity church this year.
It has been decided to play foot-ball this
autumn with fifteens.
The course in English Literature is very
popular.
-----

EXCHANGES.
To some exchange editors it may be

a

dull

The Hamzfton Lit. comes next m point
of literary e~cellence,. and _variety of subjc.;t~,
but the article entitled: "Does the Lzt.
Represent Hamilton College Men?" shows a
narrower state of affairs than exists at
Trinity. In speaking of the desire of the
Neutrals to have a representative on the Lz't.
boarrl, it says:
" When this mongrel' association, composed in the main
of sore heads, made bitter. because oJ slights begins to cry
· fra11d,' 'taxation without representation,' and n11merous
other meaningless war cries, we simply say you are defeating your own purpose and it would be the part of discretion to keep quiet."

It is our opinion that no gentleman would
speak thus of any body in the same college
with himself, by word of mouth, or with
pen and ink.
We should be sorry for
Hamz'lton College, if it were represented by
these words.
The .8erkeleyan is somewhat restricted in
tone, but is well written.
The following
may touch us on a tender point:
·
" It seems that a word regarding independence of action

task to storm the paper batteries which they
must regularly attack, but to us it is a labor
which partakes largely of pleasure.
The
condensed expression of the opinions and
feeling of all the youth in the land who are
attaining a liberal education is worth some
toil to ascertain, even if the product have
small literary value. It is with this feeling might be appropriately said to the students. When a questhat we entered and finished our labor of tion of absolute right or wrong comes up for decision be.
h
fore a body of students, it hardly seems proper that a
rea d1ng exc anges.
minority should, because it is such, be forced to conform
The most striking feature of the issue to measures adopted by the majority; measures which, are,
of this month is the impress which Mr. in the opinion of the fonner, immoral or malefllcient and
.
.
.
would be injurious to the character which they profess to
Thwmg has made by his article on "College sustain, but which, to the latter, are not wrong. Would
Journalism·" He has piped and the editors I it not be better for those w)lo t1.dv?cate beer bust
have danced and that right merrily The rev~lry !0 step forw~rd and support It s~ch as they
.
'
·
believe 1t to be, denve the full acc1·ed1ted benefit
article has been so much quoted that we without endeaYoring to force it upon those whose mar~
forbear.
.
fastidious tastes make it repulsive; but who, it now seems,
•
b
,
are
compelled to take the dose, however bitter, and be reTh e tone Of a CO11ege IS est represented sponsible'
for their share of its re~ults because of class conby the editorials, and it is on this account nection? It isn't Dog Tray this time."
that we wish to devote this review especially
.There are only two editorials in the Nassau
to that department. The dignified literary Lit., and these of but mediocre ability. The
magazines naturally come first, and we find "Voice of the Students," which seems to
upon our table the Nassau Lz't., the Hamz'lton partake of the editorial spirit, is better.
L£t.. the Berkeleyan, and the Bates Student.
In turning to the papers, we find that the
Of these four the last is best in .editorials, all truly dignified tone is lost to a greater or less
things considered. The topics, though sug- ~xt~nt.. The represer1:tatives of our greatest
gested by local matters, are of general inter- mstltutlons, Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and
est. They are written in a fair tone, and Cornell, preserve this feature better. Indeed
apparently represent the views of the college, we :h~ll ~nd !hat t!1e most important point
and the common sense of all. We quote of d1stmctton m their organs, is in the numfrom an editorial on the Library:
her of their editorials. Their diversity does
"We all agree t?at there are more books in the Library not equal their number, for, if we fake into
than we can find time to read. We also know that it is consideration the classes of subjects on which
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tpey treat, we shall find that the range is_ the respective nines. As the case stands now there is
limited to a few. Athletics and music find a- noth_ing to preve!lt a simple resident of the univer~ity from
playmg on the nme for ten or fifteen years, and while we
tlisproportionately large amount of considera- do not mean to_ ~~ply that this is likely to happen, yet
tion, while the branches .of study which will that such a poss1b1hty should exist seems to us supreme
b
f b
fit . h fi
fi d
bl carelessness. An agreement ought to be made immediatee O ene
In t e uture
n more a e ly by which positions on the nine as on the crew should be
treatment in the columns of many a humble restricted to graduate or non-graduate residents of the
sheet. This is not a rash and thoughtless university studying for degrees.
In some respects the present senior class seems to be
statement, b ut one founded on <;areful observ- more tied down_to petty ~eg~lat\ons than when they were
ation, and which can be proved. It would · ~res?men: While other mst1tut10ns are rapidly aqvancing
seem to be an indication that not all the ad-· m hberahty, Yale appears all of a sudden to exhibit a tendency towards increased conservatism. It would form a
vantages of college life lie within the doors of v~ry amusing spectacle for an outsider to see a senior runHarvard and Yale ; that intellectual discipline nm~ up to his division officer, and, like a little school boy,
and sound thought do not receive the atten- say~ng, "please, ma'am, may I be excused;" or, "please,
.
.
. ma am, can I go out?"
bon from undergraduates which they do else- ,, Yale' C~urant.-LITERARY FECUNDITY. The rule is
where. We suspect that Harvard may in · that practI~e makes perfect, but like all rules it is not with. h k
l
out exception, and of late I have been thinking that at least
o Id a~e 1?O k at its. s _ru_n en muse es and say: ', in ~he depa~tment of fiction there is a limit to production
At ht quidem mortui ;am sunt, and be an- •which a wnter can~ot go beyond without disaster To
swered by Colby or Bates: Non vero tam -. ~now when to st?P is a very important p~int for a nove_list,
. .
.
.1f h~ _has any desire to make a name for himself and gam a
istt quam tu ipse, nugator. We would gladly pos1t10n: among the standard authors of his country. Some
quote largely to prove what we have said if !Ilen wnte one good book and spend the rest of their lives
· d b
b
'. h m destroying the reputation which it has won for them.
space P:rm1tte , ut we must e content Wit
Columbia Spectator.-We suppose that it is useless to exa few fair extracts:
press th~ h?pe that we may not have. to chronicle any of
C1imson.-" We regret that in our last number the blame
for not removing the German tutor, about whom there has
been so much scandal, was laid on the Faculty, whereas
the Corporation are really responsible. It is so difficult to
find anybody who is responsible for anything in a college
like our own that the mistake was an excusable one. It
was not to be expected that any one would be fool enough
to come forward and confess that he had bribed a tutor.
It would have been hard, however, to have found any
undergraduate who had not frequently heard of his doings.
We are perfectly aware that a story may spread from a
small beginning, but when a large number of reports of
this sort are prevalent for three years, circumstantially told
and coming from various and reliable sources, it is safe
to say that there must be a good and suffiicient foundation for them. We repeat what we said before, that
it would have been better for the College had the man been
dismissed, at whatever pecuni~ry loss."
"Are the students all gone?
The desk thought the majority of them had left.
I coughed, and exhibited my profile,-my profile is
much better than my full face. The umbrella didn't seem
to notice me ; but with a wave of the hand around on the
card catalogue, and on the shelves of books, she inquired,,' Is this the Chapel or the College ? "
The desk repressed a smile, and explained that they
were just then standing in the Library.
"Well, where is the College?"
"All these buildings are the College."
,, Yes, but where is the Gollege?"
" Oh, all these-"
" Yes, yes, but where is the College? "
The desk took a good start, and before the umbrella
could again interrupt, said,"No partiwlar building represents the College. All
these buildings are the College."
The umbrella said, ·• Humph! mighty queer ! " and
stared defiantly at the desk."
Yale Record.-We have often wondered why no agreement has ever been made with Harvard, Princeton, and
the other colleges regarding the men eligible to play on

those ch1ld1sh melees, called rushes, m our future issues.
There seems to be a certain inborn idea in the mind of
every Freshman that he is to be rushed, and in that of
every Sophomore that of necessity the Freshmen should be
tre:ited no better than they expect, Hen~e, the rush, a
rehc of the dark ages of college life, has been handed
down from one generation to another.
Acta Columbif!-na.-What glorious prerogatives are those
of the occult editor! What a well-spring of delight in the
dreary waste of editorship, to nestle with calm security in·
some unmarked den, and thence to dart the ink-poisoned
qui]~ at the Prof. of one's nightmares ! And then to note
the impotent contortions of the victim. To observe how
~he st~rn eye of the injured professor scans earnestly the
mgemous countenance of student after student, in a vain
•search for the offendipg editor. To see with wicked glee,
the lambs of the flock taken as scape-goats for the sin of
__others.

In taking these excerpts from the journals
of Harvard, Yale, and Columbia, we have
read them through very carefully, and endeavored to take the very best from each paper.
It happened twice that the choice was Hobson's, for the extracts were almost the only
quotable ones in the whole paper. In the
rest, on t h e contra,y, t l1e passages, we give,
and others which will appear in our next numher, having been crowded out of this, for want
f
k
O space, were ta en almost at random from
the file of exchanges. We shall leave it with
our readers to decide how far the mental material of the former surpasses that of the latter.
In our next issue we will give extracts from
th
t
f C 11
·h h
e poe ry O O ege papers, wit t e same
idea in view.
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AMUSEMENTS.

i".l\·

ROBERTS' OPERA HOUSE.

Oct. 26,

Nov.

Mary Cary and Chas. H. T hayer,
Little Em'ly.
Wilhelmj.
Buffalo Bill.
Duprez & Benedict's M instr e ls.
Janauscheck.

5,

"

7,

"

13,
14,

"

ALLYN

Nov. 15,

C
~- Watetou~ & o.,
rf

T H E H ATT ER S

Arg~~{; & Parson's Uncle Tom's

" 3 I,

OF H A R TFO RD.

All Kinds of College H ats Made to
Order.
NOS. 13 AN D

HALL,

"Cup of Tea," and "Husband in
C lover. "

V

15

ASYL UM

S T REET .

-~

;.1Jo
oa:w
Q.. 0 a:

SPECIAL NOTICES.

c::<~

...: Q..1-

o ...: z
Ballerstein has on hand the Novelty Lava Scarf Pin.
ow
Something new. All the rage.
WARRANT ONLY P'.JRE TOBACCO AND RICE PAPER
USED IN ALL THEIR
The Pork Pie Caps are a specialty with Strong & Woodmff, No. 355 Main Street.
CE LEBRATED CIGARETTES.
r E W AR E OF I MIT AT I O N S A N D CO U NT E RF E ITS.
Agents Wanted by the Henry Bill Publishing Co.,
Norwich, Conn. See Advertisement.
The celebrated Cutlery of Joseph Rodgers & Sons for ALL GENUINE HAVE ABOVE FACSIMsale wholesale and retail by Geo .. M. Way & Co.
ILE SIGNATURE.
The Encyclopedia Brittannica is by all odds the best I
work of the kind extant. No scholar, if he can afford it,
should be without a copy. The Ninth Edition of the
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
American Reprint is now under way, eight volumes are
ready for delivery.
See advertisement in another column.
Agents Wanted.

-ALLYN HALL,-

Attention Students!

Frid ay E vening, Nov. t 5, ' 7 8.

HART, MERR IAM & CO.,

Are Always PREPARED to FURNISH STUDENTS
.
ROOMS with
Turkish and Smyrna Rugs, Crumb Cloths,
Carpets, Shades, Lace. Cui:tains, Jute Curtains, Mattresses, Pillows, Sheets and
-ANDI
Pillow Cases, Wool Blanket s, Com1
fortables, &c., &c.
Our Prices are as low as any House in the State,
Will be presented for the benefit of the Trinity College
Very Respectfully,
Boat Club, by well-known members of the old
HAR'T, MERRIAM & CO.

..

THE TWO EXCELLENT COMEDIES,

O F T EA,

Husband

Ill

Clover !

DRAMA TIC SOCIETY, OF HARTFORD,
Assisted by Distinguished Amateur Talent from

NEW YORK A ND
Music by the

NEW

HAVEN!

TRINITY CoLLRGE GLEE
ADKINS' ORCHESTRA,

Gtntral Admission , 50 Cents.

I R eserved

CLUB, and

Seats, 75 Cents.

A. P . B ROWN,

MERCHANT T A I LOR !
No. 16 P RATT STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.

GRE AT REDUCTI ON.
--lN--

Tobaccos and Cigars,
-· - - A T - -

The Best Manufacturing Company's
Store,
253 MAIN STREET,

-

Opposite Post - Offi ce,

HARTFORD, CONN,
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VI

s1tCsURITYR&0°i5L ! PENN sv Lv AN I A
RAILROA D.

Fire Test.
THE SAFEST ·AND THE BEST. GR EAT T HROUGH LI NE and UN ITED
105°

STATES MA I L ROUT E.

- C ITV CONSERVATORY.-

D. A. SPEAR,

Florist a nd Seedsman
242

Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

CUT FLOWERS AND FLORAL DESIGNS.

f

The attention of the traveling public is respectfully invited to some of the merits of this great highway, in the
confident assertion and belief that no other line can offer
equal inducements as a route of through travel.
In

Construction an<l Equipment
THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

AMOS LARNED & CO.,
A SHIONABLE j300TS A ND

f

SUPERIOR QUALITY,

No. 347 Main Street, Hartford,

stands confessedly at the head of American railways. The
track is double the entire length of the line, of steel rails
H OES,_ laid on heavy oak ties, which are embedded in a fo undation
of rock ballast eighteen inches in depth. All bridges are
of iron or stone, and built upon the most approved plans.
Its passenger cars, while eminently safe and substantial;
are at the same time models of comfort and elegance.
Conn.

WILLIAMS & HUNGERFORD,
Apothecaries,

432 Main Street, corner Church.

FRESH GOODS!

LOWEST PRICES!

DeLA MAT E R,
PHOTOGRAPHER,
Views of the Ruins of the old Trinity College
Buildings.

258 Main Street, Hartford, Conn,

C. W. HA YNES,

Fine Boots and Shoes,
364 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

WHI TEHEAD'S

Co LL EGE

TRINI 'fY

STAG£ L I NE I
The patronage of the Students is respectfully solicited. No effort will be spared to
to provid~ every accommodation.
SINGLE FARE,
I 2 TrCKETS for

10

-

cents.

$1.00.

THE SAFETY APPLIANCES
in use on this line well illustrate the far-seeing and liberal
policy of its management, in accordance with which the
utility only of an improvement and not its cost has been
the question of consideration. Among many may be
noticed

The Block System of Safety Signals, :Janney Coupler, Buffer
and Platform, The Wharton Patent Switch, and the
Westinghouse Air-Brake,
fom1ing in conjunction with a perfect double track and
road-bed a combination of safeguards again,st accidents
which have rendered them practically impossible.

PULLMAN PALACE CARS
Are run on all Express Trains
From New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington,
To Chicago, Cincinnati, Louisville, .lndianapolis, and St.
Louis,

WI T HOUT CHANGE,
and to all principal points in the far West and South with
but one change of cars. Connections are made in Union
Depots, and are assured to all important points.
THE SCENERY OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
ROUTE
is admitted to be unsurpassed in the world for grandeur,
beauty and variety. Superior refreshment facilities are
provided. Employees are courteous and attentive, and it
is an inevitable result that a trip by the Pennsylvania
Railroad must form

A Plea.sing and Memorable Experience.
Tickets for sale at the lowest rates at the Ticket Offices
of the Company in all important cities and towns.
FRANK THOMSON,
General Manager.

L. P. FARMER,
General Passenge,t,_Agmt.

C. S. HALDEMAN, New England Agent,
203

and

20s

Washington St., Boston, Mass.
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ERNST· SCHALL,

Seidler & May,

CORNER MAIN AND ASYLUM STREETS.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

jAANUFACTUF\_ING

JEWELER.

-AND-

FURNITURE!
No. 14 and 16 FORD STREET.

Importer of Diamonds and Fine
Watches.
ANGUSTE

We have the largest, best selected, and most salable
stock of Furniture, Mattresses, Spring Beds, &c., to be
SALTZMAN AND FRED. NICOUD found in the city, and at the most reasonable prices. Come
WATCHES.
and see us.

AG E
GREAT

N ']:i s
W.ANTE
WoR;·

i~·w

IN

D

PRESS,

THE INDUSTRIAL

H~i:gt~2'p,?i,f,:,~:

fu

IF

YOU ARE IN NEED

OF

[,.

R..__N I SH ING

r OODS

CALL AT

o~ll~~!:~~:~;u::: BALLERST £IN ,s

of America, including Agricultural, Mechanical, Manufacturing, Mining, Commercial and other enterprises. About
240 Main Street,
1000 large octavo pages and 300 fine engravings.
NO WORK LIKE IT EVER PUBLISHED.
HIS GOODS are FIRST QUALITY, AND PRICES
For terms and territory, apply at once to
LOW.
THE HENRY

BILL

PUBLISHING Co., NORWICH, CoNN.

ESTABLISHED A, D. 1857
,...._.,_..,..._

F. BITTER,
MERCHANT

J.&R.LAMB,

TAILOR,

Has a very fine stock of Cloths, and makes up suits
fashionable to the latest styles at very reasonable prices.
Cleaning and repairing done at short notice.

No. 9 Grove Street, 4 doors from Main,
HARTFORD, CONN.

C. RUSTEMEYER,
-LIVERY- A.N D-

Church Furnishers,
59

CARMINE ST., NEW YORK.

6th Ave. Care pass the door.
Workers In Wood, Stone and Metal for Church
Purpciaes, I Memorials a Specialty.
Sterling Silver Communion Services.
Brass and Bronze Tablets, ~;agle Lecterns, &c.
- - - -~ ~ ~_ Carved Wood Work In Great Variety.
Pulpits, llesks, Alms lloxes. Basins, &c.
- -----,,',Silk Banner·e, complete, $5.00 each.
'rnustrated
Wood Work, J Metal & Stone, - Banners & Emblems,
Catalogues.
10 cents.
10 cents,
10 cents.
1

I

STRONG

&WOODRUFF,

H afters and Furriers.

BOARDING STABLE
79 Hudson St., Hartford, Conn.

FIRST-CLASS GOOD.S:

Good Horses and Carriages to let on reasonable terms.
THE PORK PIE CAPS A SPECIALTY
Omnibuses and Carriages furnished to Parties or
WITH US.
Excursions.
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VIII

TIFF ANY & CO.,
UNION

SQUARE,

N. Y.,

LONDON,

PARIS,

GENEV.4.,

29 Argyll St.

57 Rue Chateaudun.

Place Cornavin.

NEW GOODS.
NEW STOR E.
LOW PRICES.

J.

H. E CKH A RDT,
Manufacturer of all ·kinds of

.MANUP' .AOTURIIRB OP'

FINE JEWEL RY,
WATCHES, STERLING SILVER WARE,
CLASS AN D SOCIETY BADGES, RINGS,
MEDALS AND PRIZES.

PICTURE FRAMES
And Dealer in

Fine Steel Engravings,

Articles Suitable • for Prizes or Presentation Chromos, Photographs, Brackets and Fancy
on sale or rn rtde to order from approGoods,
priate designs.
2 3 5 and 2 3 7 Main Street,
Particular attention is invited to their

HARTFORD, CONN.

STAT I ONERY DEPARTMENT,
In which they have constantly a large and well assorted
stock of Note and Letter Papen, and articles of fine stationery. Their facilities enable them to furnish promptly
new and appropriate designs and work of the highest
merit for Reception, Visiting, Invitation, and Ball
Cards, etc.
Arms, Crests, Monograms, etc., engraved on metal
or stone. Samples of leading styles of papers, designs,
and estimates furnished upon application.

A. T . STEW ART

& C0.

Are now offering a large and carefully-selected stock of

PICTURES FRAMED TO ORDER AT SHORT NOTICE.

SEYMS & CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Choice

TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR, FRUIT, &c.
A general assortment of Choice Family Groceries,
217 MAIN ST., CITY HOTEL BLOCK, HARTFORD, CONN.

UNSURPASSED FOR

PURITY, DELICACY & EXCELLENCE.

VAN IT Y

ForMEERSCHAUM
and CIGARETTES.

Foreign and D omestic Dress Goods,
Camel's H air Shawls, Does not Bite the Tongue.
D resses, Sacques, Cloaks,
M illinery Velvets, E tc., Etc., V AN I T Y F AIR
C IGARETTES
Of newest Fabrics, Designs and Colorings, at
VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

FA I R .

Of Delicious Tobacco and Best French Rice Paper.

1
_Broadway, 4th A ve., 9th and 10th Sts. V A P~t !E~IrUE~ A -.;; AL VE

GOLD .AND SILVER GOODS AT
VERY LOW PRICES.
College and Secret Society Badges a Specialty. Low
Prices for good quality and work will govern. All
work and goods warranted.

J.

G. GRISWOLD,
ST ON E

3 r I Main St., Hartford, Ct.

B R I D GE D R U G ST O R E.

s

L ., AMER IQ u E
Best F rench Rice Paper.

HALF PERIQUE AND V ANITY F AIR .

BEST FEENCH MAIS PAPER WITH MOUTH PIECE.

PEERLESS FINE CUT
SWEET AND P L E A SANT.
A FAVORITE OF OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY.

G EN UIN E
FRENCH
RICE P A P ER
P R UGG I S~ A N D ,,A~~THEC AR Y,
I N BOOKS.
----·Dealer in First Class Druggists Goods of all
WM. S . KIMBALL & CO.,
Descriptions.
Hartford, Conn. Peerless Tobacco Works.
R ochester, N . Y
No. 139 Main Street,

.D. WALLACE TRACY,

